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New DVD List- Non-Fiction

Alaska’s Wild National Parks
check catalog

Cinematographer Dennis Burkhart captures the incredible spectacle of Alaska’s eight breathtaking
national parks.

Audubon

check catalog	

Naturalist and nineteenth century painter, John James Audubon was one of the most remarkable men of
early America. The program brings to life his timeless paintings with dazzling footage of the living birds he
immortalized, and celebrates visually the natural world he described in his writings. Interviews reveal the
man, explore his art, and put his groundbreaking work in modern perspective.

Chasing Bigfoot: The Quest for Truth
check catalog

For decades, grainy photographs and campfire stories told the story of a towering creature that lived
in solitude in the forests of the Pacific Northwest, Canada, and around the world. But where some see
a myth, others see a chance to make history. It is a series that looks at the Bigfoot legend through the
eyes of the true believers, who devote their lives to discovering the hidden truth and bringing home the
evidence to prove it.

China’s Megatomb Revealed
Check Catalog

Unearths the terrible secrets that lie hidden in the tomb of China’s first emperor.

Gender Revolution - A Journey With Katie Couric
Check Catalog

Katie Couric sets out across America to meet with leading scientists, physicians, and experts to answer
questions about gender and gender identity. She speaks with everyday people who find their lives and
bodies on the front line of a changing world. This documentary examines the roles of science, society and
culture with regard to gender, and sheds light on stories of struggle, understanding, ignorance and love.
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Great Escapes

Check Catalog

Entertaining and informative, this series reveals another side of holiday travel, showcasing the very best
events and adventure locations across Asia Pacific.

The great war

check catalog

In conjunction with the 100th anniversary of America’s entry into the war on April 6, 1917, a six-hour
documentary presented over three nights, explores how World War I changed America and the world.
Drawing on the latest scholarship, including unpublished diaries, memoirs and letters, it tells the rich and
complex story of the conflict through the voices of nurses, journalists, aviators and the American troops
who came to be known as doughboys.

The Happy Film

check catalog	

Austrian designer Stefan Sagmeister has success in his work, designing album covers for the Rolling
Stones, Jay-Z and the Talking Heads. But in the back of his mind he suspects there must be something
more. He decides to turn himself into a design project. Is it possible to train his mind to get happier? He
pursues three controlled experiments of meditation, therapy, and drugs, grading himself along the way.

Military medicine : beyond the battlefield
check catalog

Hear the stories of the men and women who are at the forfront of the medical frontier... Correspondent
Bob Woodruff who was critically injured while covering the war in Iraq in 2006 and was saved by the
advances in military medical care brings his personal understanding of the issues to this documentary as
he covers military medical advances and technology from the battlefield to the return home.

Seed: The Untold Story.
check catalog

Few things on Earth are as miraculous and vital as seeds, worshiped and treasured since the dawn of
humankind. It follows passionate seed keepers protecting our 12,000 year-old food legacy. In the last
century, 94% of our seed varieties have disappeared. As biotech chemical companies control the majority
of our seeds, farmers, scientists, lawyers, and indigenous seed keepers fight a David and Goliath battle to
defend the future of our food.
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Sustainable

Check Catalog

There is no hiding from the facts, rising temperatures, drought, soil loss, chemicals in our food, antibiotic
resistance, declining bee populations, obesity, diabetes, shorter life expectancy, America needs help.
Sustainable reveals the crisis facing America’s food system, and the community of leaders who are
determined to fix it. Amidst the cornfields of Illinois lives the hero of the film - Marty Travis.

Ultimate cruise ship
check catalog

Weighing 54,000 gross tons and stretching over two football fields, the Seven Seas Explorer is no ordinary
boat. Join pioneering shipbuilders as they endeavor to build the ultimate luxury cruise ship.
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Heli.

Check Catalog

When Heli’s twelve-year-old sister inadvertently involves him in Mexico’s brutal drug ear, Heli must
do everything it takes to protect his family. As he descends further into inescapable and nightmarish
corruption and violence, it threatens to tear his life apart.

Spanish

Raees

check catalog

A story of an ordinary man with an extraordinary ambition. Armed with a sharp business acumen and
determination. The main character goes on to become the single most powerful man in his state. Then
he meets the biggest challenge in the form of Majmudar: a no nonsense cop with a passion for solving
crimes.

Hindi

Un Padre No Tan Padre
Check Catalog

After grumpy 85-year-old Don Servando is kicked out of his retirement home, his estranged son Francisco
has no choice but to invite his dad to live with him. Confronted with his son’s hippie lifestyle and eccentric
housemates, Don Servando goes off the rails, igniting a series of comic conflicts that put the house in
jeopardy, and leaves everyone in stitches.

Spanish

